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Unsubscribe from Watch And Learn 360? Cancel Unsubscribe
WorkingSubscribeSubscribedUnsubscribe11 Loading5) The angular momentum (mvr)of an electron
in any orbit is integral multiple of h/2x mvr = nh/2x Q4) Name the fundamental particle of an atom
write the characteristic of each particle? Ans: fundamental particles of atom:- fundamental particle of
an atom are: 1)Electron:- 1: It is a negatively charged particle— The book Physics is for 9th class
english medium students4)It has a melting point 66C CHEMICAL PROPERTIES :- ACTION OF AIR :-Dry
has no action .but in most air when aluminum powder is strongly heated it forms aluminum
oxideThis book is by Punjab Curriculum and Textbook Board, Lahore and published by Afaq Publisher
[.] 8th Class History Book — The book History (Tareekh) is for 8th class3: They are usually soluble in
waterenergy is released but for further addition of electrons it is positive because energy has to be
added to over come repulsion between negative ion and electron

4: Double decomposition / displacement :-In this reaction the two reactants decomposed to form two
new substances by exchanging their radicalsNot allowed to copy videos without a written permission
from Sabaq Foundation2) The atom of the same element may differ in their atomic mass and such
atom of an element are called isotopes2, He also mixed ten grams of lead with different amount of
sulphur to make the grey solid lead sulphideKeep writing such kind of information on your site

The copper ion behind positively charged move towards the cathode and the chloride ion behind
negatively move towards the anode3: Physical chemistry: Physical chemistry is the branch of
chemistry which deals with the forces and principles involved in the combination of atoms and
moleculesThis book is by Punjab Curriculum and Textbook Board, Lahore and published by Crustal
Note Book, [.] Chemistry 9th Class Book (English Medium) 11 Comments nouman 22/10/2016
THANKS Reply Ahtsham 05/12/2016 Thanks Reply Ahtsham 05/12/2016 Thats amazing I am very
happy now I can use my phone for study Reply Nadir 23/01/2017 Can i got a 5th class english key of
APS course Reply oscar samuel saqib 12/03/2017 Yes&&.from book shop&1)Protium or ordinary
hydrogen 2)Deuterium 3)Tritium 1) Protium(ordinary hydrogen):- It most frequently occur in
natureits SI unit is kilogram and its symbol is mBut a few particles were deflected at different
anglesTo subscribe free SMS updates writeFOLLOW LINKTOSHAHZADin an SMS and send it
to404043Q2) Define molarity? Ans: Molarity:-Molarity is a measure of the concentration of solution
47c21cc077 
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